
MENSA CANADA ESSAY SCHOLARSHIP

The Mensa Canada General Scholarship is an award of $, and is offered annually, as funding permits. Applicants are
invited to write a short essay in which.

Deadline for submitting your essay is January 31,. Only the finalists will be contacted, by phone or other
means according to the information supplied in their application. Essays may be written either in English or in
French. Distinguished Educator Award â€” Mensa Canada to submit your essay: january 31,Note: only essays
sent via the above e-mail address will be accepted. Unless you receive a "Mail Undeliverable" e-mail reply
within minutes, then your essay has been submitted successfully. Any claims made in the essay are subject to
verification, including but not limited to: patents, publications, academic standings, and medical procedures. If
you have a question about the competition that wasn't answered in the rules or the FAQ, then please send us an
e-mail , and we'll do our best to answer it for you. Your essay should describe specific goals academic,
vocational or career. The decision of the judges is final. Pay someone do my dissertation and Against human
cloning thesis statement Mensa Canada Scholarship Programme essay text must not contain any form of the
author's identity. Please see the links below for complete details. Mensa Canada Scholarship Programme
Mensa Canada Scholarship Programme in this case, send your essay to the following e-mail address: essay [at]
mensacanada [dot] ca and use essay competition as the subject line. Scholarships â€” Mensa Canada External
Award: Mensa Canada Scholarships - Graduate Studies applicants are invited to write a short essay in which
detail their career plan, list their accomplishments to date, and describe what they plan to do order to achieve
their future career goals. Only one essay is accepted per applicant. The e-mails and the attached files will be
numbered and separated. Indicate the course of study and the post secondary institution which you are
attending in the - academic year. The essays will be judged anonymously. Fiction book report projects if i'm
resident in canada but not a landed immigrant or citizen? Please do not submit your essay more than once, or
e-mail the judges to ask if they have received your essay. The essay text must not contain any form of the
author's identity.


